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Every victory begins with your support
Here at CEH, we had a tremendous 2014, and we couldn’t have done it without
you. Your donations helped us protect American families from toxic, diseasecausing chemicals in a myriad of important ways. To name just a few:


We got big companies to prefer flame retardant-free products: Our
work is leading major companies to purchase flame retardant-free furniture
in their offices. Facebook, Staples, Genentech, Kaiser Permanente, HDR
Architects, and others have signed the CEH Pledge, bringing hundreds of
millions of dollars of their spending to bear on the market.



We helped end the toxic dangers of fracking in New York: Just
recently, CEH was instrumental in Governor Andrew Cuomo’s decision to
ban fracking in that state. At the press conference, the state Health

Commissioner held up a study co-authored by CEH as proof of
unacceptable health risks involved in fracking. Next up: California.


We’ve held companies accountable for endangering families: Over the
course of 2014, CEH staff tested over 1,000 consumer products for
harmful chemicals. We won legal agreements with many of the companies
requiring that they change their toxic ways.

We couldn’t have made this tremendous progress without the support and
donations of concerned and aware individuals like yourself. It’s a pleasure and a
privilege to be fighting the good fight with you.
Thank You,
Michael Green
Executive Director

P.S. Make sure you tune into our social media channels this year to check on our
progress and learn new ways to protect your family’s health.
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